User Manual LP1500A
Thank you for purchasing the Griffin TV Cart. Please read all instructions before
assembly. Additional photos that may help in your assemble can be found by going to
www.griffin-stands.com and type LP1500A into the search bar.
Before using this product, it is imperative that you read all instructions thoroughly. To prevent damage, all nuts, bolts, and
screws must be thoroughly tightened before mounting your TV. If, after assembly, your stand appears wobbly or unstable,
check all nuts, bolts, and screws and tighten them again. If every nut, bolt, and screw is securely fastened, the stand will be
secure without wobbling. If a bolt or screw does not appear to fit, ensure that you are using the correct bolt or screw for that
part and that you are not inserting the bolt or screw at an angle.

Fig. A
Step #1
Each support leg slides into the X-shaped support base. For the ultimate support strength, it
is normal for the legs and X-support base to have a very tight fit. A hammer may assist you
in providing adequate force needed to slide each leg into the X-support base. If using a
hammer, you may wish to prevent cosmetic damage to the ends of the support legs by
padding the end of the support leg with a small piece of cardboard prior to hammering the leg
into place. Each leg is then secured using two nuts and bolts. (Fig. A)

Step #2
Attach the casters to the support base by screwing each wheeled caster into place. Place a
plastic end cap on each leg. (Fig. B)

Step #3 Make sure the bolt on the side of the vertical support base is unscrewed enough to allow the vertical columns to
slide all the way into the post holes; the rectangular predrilled holes should be closest to the base. After sliding the columns
all the way into the post holes, use the included Allen wrench to screw the bolt in to the bottom of the vertical column.(Fig C)

Step #4

Fig. B

Using the Allen wrench, screw the bolt to secure the vertical column in a fixed, upright
position. (This set screw is not on all models. If it is not there, don’t worry. Your model was
made without it.) Slide the plastic base cover over the top of the vertical columns and down
to cover the bolts at the bottom.

Step #5
Installing the lower shelf tray: You must assemble the brackets to the shelf tray before
attaching the tray to the pole. Connect the lower shelf mounting arms to the bottom of the
lower shelf tray by sliding the arms onto the square hook tabs. Using a small piece of
cardboard from the item packaging, cover the tab and hammer the tab to close on top of the
mounting arm. Although optional, we highly recommend using the hammer and cardboard in
order to secure the arms to the shelf. Once the lower shelf tray is assembled, attach the tray
to the support poles. Angle the lower shelf mounting arm hooks down into the lower rectangular
predrilled holes, and then lower the tray down to allow the hooks to catch on the pole. (Fig. D)

Fig. C

Step #6
Put the TV mounting bracket on the pole after deciding the vertical height. Four pre-drilled holes are
on each pole. Using the pre-drilled holes on the back of the pole, choose your desired vertical height
for the TV mounting bracket. The bracket attaches to four of those pre-drilled holes (two on each
pole) and is secured with a nut and bolt at each hole. The nut should attach on the front of the pole
(the same side where the TV will face), and the bolt head attaches on the back of the pole.

Step #7
The knob may be used to tilt the TV to your desired viewing angle. To mount the arms to the
mounting bracket: hook the arms to the top of the mounting bracket, and then tighten the
attached bottom screw to the bottom ledge until the arm is securely fastened to the mounting
bracket. We recommend mounting the TV to the mounting arms before mounting the arms to the
mounting bracket. See your TV manual for instructions on mounting your TV to bracket mounting
arms. (Fig. E)

Fig. E

Step #8
Attach the top shelf mounting bracket to the backside of the TV mounting bracket. Loosely screw the
four (4) black screws and four (4) black washers into the threaded holes. Lower and raise the top
mounting shelf to your desired height while carefully ensuring the top mounting shelf is level. Then,
tighten the four black screws and four black washers into the threaded holes. (Fig. F)

Step #9
Screw the four (4) silver flathead screws and four (4) silver washers to attach top mounting shelf.
(Fig. H)
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